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The challenging quantum dynamical description of the CH4H2O complex has been solved variationallya to provide
theoretical explanation and assignment to the high-resolution spectroscopic measurements of the methane-water dimer
carried out some twenty years ago.b The computational results are in excellent agreement with the reported experimental
transitions and the experimentally observed reversed rovibrational sequences, i.e., formally negative rotational excitation
energies, are also obtained in the computations. In order to better understand the origin of these peculiar features in the
energy-level spectrum, we studiedc all four possible combinations of the light and heavy isotopologues of methane and
water and analyzed their rovibrational states using two limiting model systems: the rigidly rotating (RR) molecule and the
coupled rotor (CR) system corresponding to the coupling of the two rotating monomers.
All rovibrational quantum dynamical computationsa;c were carried out with rigid monomers and J = 0,1,2 total angular
momentum quantum numbers using the fourth-age quantum chemical code GENIUSHd;e and two different methane-water
potential energy surfaces (PES).f;g The numerical and formal analysis of the wave functions give insight into a fascinating
complex world worth for further theoretical and experimental inquiries.
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